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Hemp wood core (HWC) filled Si-containing epoxyurethane biocomposites, in which diane epoxy
resin was replaced with epoxidized soybean oil (ESO), were obtained. It was shown that the tensile
strength of ESO-containing polymer was higher, and the flexural strength was lower than those of
original polymer. HWC was especially effective strengthening filler for modified epoxyurethanes,
because in that case mechanical properties of composites were higher than those of unfilled polymer
matrices. Particularly, flexural and tensile strength of unfilled epoxyurethane with maximum content
of ESO were 8.1 and 6.8 MPa respectively, while in corresponding composite they reached 17.3 and
15.7 MPa.
________________________________________________________________________________
In recent decades, different plants were

Introduction
Bio-based polymer materials are now of

widely used to obtain reinforcing fillers for

great scientific interest due to their lower

polymer matrices [1, 3-7]. Among them, hemp is

environmental footprint than that of the petrol-

especially abundant in Europe. It is a fast-

based ones. But in order to get widespread

growing plant consisting of fibres and wood core

application, natural materials have to exhibit as

(also known as hurd or sheaves) [8]. While hemp

good operational properties and durability as

fibre is intensively used in the synthesis of

synthetic ones do, that is however often a really

biocomposites, hemp wood core (HWC), which

challenging task for scientists [1, 2]. Taking this

is a chopped part of the stem obtained during its

into account, composites made of plant fillers

primary processing, is not. It is a by-product of

and matrices based on natural/synthetic polymer

hemp industry, 70–80% of which is disposed via

blends are considered to be an acceptable

combustion or landfilling [8]. Still, HWC is very

ecological

promising lignocellulosic filler for polymer

alternative

to

fully

synthetic

composites [3, 4].
9
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composites

due

to

its

biodegradability,

Therefore, the aim of the given research

sustainability, low cost, and low density [9-12].

is to investigate matrix-filler affinity as well as

Biocomposites with plant fillers are

the physicomechanical properties of HWC-

known to be obtained for both thermoplastic [1-

strengthened biocomposites, obtained on the

4, 13] and thermoset polymers (mostly for

basis

polypropylene

and

polymers

polymer matrix with partial or complete

respectively) [7,

14,

Simultaneously,

replacement of the synthetic epoxy component

epoxy
15].

of

organic-inorganic

organic-inorganic matrices are rarely applied for

with sustainable ESO.

this purpose. In our previous works [12, 16, 17]

Experimental part

epoxyurethane

HWC was used as filler of Si-containing

Materials

epoxyurethane polymer matrix, where inorganic

For the synthesis of epoxyurethane

component enhanced fire-retardant properties,

matrices the following reagents were used:

UV- and thermal resistance [18]. Due to the

- polyisocyanate (PIC) commercialized

presence of hydroxyl groups on the surface of

under the name of "Lupranat M 20S" IsoPMDI

HWC, it is able to form covalent and hydrogen

92140

bonds with a polymer matrix, which favours the

diphenylmethane diisocyanate and oligomeric

formation of a strong composite material [17].

compounds (mass fraction of isocyanate groups

But considering the environmental demands, the

– 30.0%, density – 1.2446 g/cm3) – was

composition of polymer matrix was changed to

purchased from BASF Polyurethanes GmbH,

make it “greener”. Epoxidized soybean oil (ESO)

Germany;

with many attractive characteristics of common

–

-

a

epoxy

mixture

diane

of

isomers

resin

of

ED-20

epoxy resins, which nowadays is a widespread

(M=390 g/mol, the content of epoxy groups –

component of polymer biocomposites [15, 19–

19.8%, the content of hydroxyl groups – 1.9%)

23], was used to replace synthetic diane epoxide

was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA;

ED-20.

- ESO (epoxy equivalent – 250 g/mol,
The matrix-filler interaction, changing

epoxy group content – 6.1%) was purchased

with the modification of polymer, should be

from Sigma-Aldrich, USA;

investigated and, if possible, enhanced, because

- aqueous solution of sodium silicate (SS)

the poor compatibility/adhesion between the

(silicate module – 2.9-3.0, the percentage of free

hydrophilic fibres and the hydrophobic matrix

water – 56.0%) was purchased from Sigma-

materials is considered to be the main problem

Aldrich, USA.

leading to reduced mechanical properties in

HWC, which served as filler, was

natural fibre reinforced polymers [24].

purchased from Institute of bast crops of the NAS
10
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of Ukraine. Particles with size ranging from 0.05

The epoxy component was prepared by

to 5.0 mm were used. The shape and size of the

mixing epoxy resin and epoxidized soybean oil

particles were evaluated by MBI-6 optical

(ED-20/ESO) in the ratios of 100/0, 70/30, 50/50,

microscope

a

30/70, and 0/100 at 60оС and vigorous stirring for

magnification of x2250 (object lens with a

60 min until formation of a homogeneous

numerical

mixture.

in

transmitted

aperture

of

light

A=1.25,

at

resolution

R≈300 nm). The particles of the desired size

The epoxy component was introduced

were selected by fractionation through a sieve

into the isocyanate one and stirred at 900 rpm for

(model 029).

3 min. Then SS was added under stirring at 900-

Synthesis

1000 rpm for 3 min.

Epoxyurethane EU-0 (Table 1) was

Filled biocomposites with a HWC

chosen as a neat polymer matrix for his good

content of 60-70 wt% were made in a closed

mechanical properties [12]. To synthesize a set of

form with a size of 150x20 mm at 140°C under a

other matrices, its composition was modified by

10 MPa pressure.

the introduction of different amount of ESO

Methods

instead of ED-20. Isocyanate component, epoxy

To determine the surface tension of the

component, and sodium silicate were combined

investigated adhesives, the sessile drop method

in a mass ratio of 80/20/20. The composition of

was used to measure the contact angles of

the synthesized polymer matrices are shown in

epoxyurethane matrices on Teflon plates (with

table 1.

known surface tension Ө) with a horizontal
microscope MG. Using a digital ocular camera,

Table 1. The composition of the synthesized
epoxyurethane polymer matrices
Name

EU-0

microphotographs of the droplets reached

Isocyanate

Epoxy

SS,

component,

component,

w.p.

w.p.

w.p.

80 (PIC)

20 (ED-20/ESO

equilibrium were obtained. The photographs
were adapted by the image processing software
package ImageJ [25]. The values of the contact

20

angles were computed using the DropSnake

= 100/0)
EU-30

80 (PIC)

20 (ED-20/ESO

20

algorithm implemented in the Drop Shape

= 70/30)
EU-50

80 (PIC)

20 (ED-20/ESO

Analysis plugin. Surface tension values were

20

calculated from the equation 1 [25].

= 50/50)
EU-70

80 (PIC)

20 (ED-20/ESO

σl = 2 σs/(1+сos Ө)

20

The density of biocomposites was

= 30/70)
EU-100

80 (PIC)

20 (ED-20/ESO

(1)

20

measured by hydrostatic weighing [26]. For this

= 0/100)

purpose, Radwag WPS 60/18C:C/2 scales with a
11
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built-in automatic density detection function and

the surface tension of the liquid and the cosine of

isooctane as a liquid with a known density were

the contact angle is the adhesion tension, or the

used.

wetting energy [28].
Mechanical

properties

of

polymer

Wе = σlg · соs Ө

(2)

biocomposites were determined for moulded

Usually, the liquid-solid interaction is

samples with a size of 150x20x5 mm according

estimated by the work of adhesion, which must

to State standard 11262-80 and Ukrainian State

be spent to separate liquid from a solid surface,

standard 10635-2009 for tensile and flexural

that is, to restore the initial state of the contacting

strength respectively. The tests were conducted

bodies. When liquid comes into contact with a

for five different specimens, and the average

solid surface, the free surface energy is equal to

values are represented.

γsl, and after the separation of bodies it becomes

Theory

equal to (γlg + γsg). The difference between these

Analysis of interfacial phenomena in the
system

substrate/adhesive,

where

values is the work of adhesion (Dupre

polymer

equation) [28]:

matrix is an adhesive and filler is a substrate,

WA = γlg + γsg – γsl

(3)

allows considering the colloid-chemical factors

From a combination of this equation (3) and the

and the selectivity of surface interactions of

Young's one the following formula is obtained:

components in predetermination of the adhesive

WA = γl (1 + cos Ө)

(4)

properties of polymer formulations [27, 28].

From equations (3, 4) it is seen that to

Polymer matrices used in the surface tack

achieve good adhesion, the values of both the

development of fillers should provide complete

surface energy and the surface tension of liquid

wetting of the substrate surface, as well as

(matrix) should be high. At the same time for a

interfacial or adsorption interaction at the

complete and uniform wetting of filler by matrix,

polymer-filler

the values of surface energy and surface tension

interface [27].

Adhesion

is

determined by the interaction of components at

of

substrate

(filler)

should

exceed

the

the interface. This interaction depends on the

corresponding values of adhesives, namely [29]:

values that stipulate the properties of the

γsubstrate > γadhesive ,

(5)

contacting surfaces, first of all, on surface tension

σsubstrate > σadhesives

and surface energy.

High adhesion strength of polymer matrix

(6)

To estimate the adhesive interaction, it is

with filler is a mandatory condition to create

necessary to use values that can be determined

composite materials with good physical and

experimentally, such as contact angle Ө and the

mechanical properties. This requires the mutual

surface tension of the liquid σlg. The product of

action of filler and matrix leading to a strong
12
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connection between their surfaces. Therefore, the

Results and discussion

investigation of the nature of the matrix-filler

Epoxyurethane matrices surface tension

interface interaction is very important not only

determination

from a theoretical but also from a practical point

The measured values of surface tension of

of view.

the investigated adhesives are given in Table 2.

In order to evaluate the possibility of
epoxyurethane matrix to compatibilize with

Table 2. The surface tension of the investigated adhesives

HWC effectively according to the condition (6),

Type of

it is necessary to determine the values of their

matrix

Ө, degrees

EU-0

69.54

41.50

EU-30

74.65

44.28

EU-50

70.63

42.15

EU-70

67.52

40.51

EU-100

67.72

40.61

surface tensions.
In the literature there is no available
information on the value of the surface tension of
HWC, but its determination is very important for
predicting the adhesive strength and performance
properties of composite materials based on it.

Contact angle

σl,
MJ/m2

There are many methods for measuring
the surface tension of solids, including HWC, but

The obtained results show that the surface

the only theoretically justified way to determine

tension of epoxyurethane polymer matrices

this value is still absent [29]. At the same time,

changes with introduction of ESO. In order to

the most accessible and technically feasible

predict the adhesion characteristics of matrices in

method consists in measuring the surface tension

certain composite materials, it is also necessary

of a solid body based on the results of studying

to investigate the surface properties of filler.

the equilibrium of three phases – solid, liquid,

HWC surface tension determination

and gaseous ones – while wetting of a solid by

The values of the adhesives surface

liquids in air. This method can be implemented

tension and the cosines of the contact angles of

by measuring the contact angles.

HWC surface wetting by adhesives were used in

Using the equation (7), the surface energy

calculations, and the results are summarized in

of HWC was calculated from the obtained values

Table 3.

of contact angles and surface tension of liquids
spread on filler samples, which is known to be
almost equal to the surface tension for solids
[29].
σlg = 0,5 σlg (1 + cos )

(7)
13
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determined by formulas 2, 3 are represented in

Table 3. The surface tension of HWC

Adhesive

Contact

σs, MJ/m

2

Table 4.

angle Ө,
degrees

Table 4. The epoxyurethane matrices work of adhesion

EU-0

21.11

40.11

Type of matrix

Work of adhesion, MJ/m2

EU-30

16.44

43.37

EU-0

77.58

EU-50

9.32

41.87

EU-30

78.44

EU-70

8.56

40.29

EU-50

79.27

EU-100

12.58

40.16

EU-70

79.33

EU-100

78.96

The surface tension of HWC calculated
using the proposed formula (7) showed an

Although the obtained values have

average value equal to 41.16 MJ/m2. In order to

similar meanings, it may be noticed that the work

achieve complete wetting and good adhesion, in

of adhesion is the lowest for the basic matrix EU-

compliance with condition (6), the surface

0, while it is the highest for matrices EU-50 and

tension of polymer matrices used in the

EU-70.

formation of biocomposites should be lower than

Measurements

the surface tension of filler, namely lower than

of

the

density

of

biocomposites

41.16 MJ/m2. Analysis of the obtained results

The analysis of the density of composite

(Table 2) indicates that this requirement is best

materials may not only show how light or heavy

satisfied for synthesized epoxyurethanes for EU-

they are, but also provide a basic idea of their

70 and EU-100 matrices with predominant

structure. Experimental values of the density of

partial and complete replacement of synthetic

biocomposites are given in table 5.

epoxide ED-20 by ESO. Therefore, the higher

The obtained data shows that the

content of ESO in the composition of organic-

introduction of ESO with flexible aliphatic

inorganic

matrices

chains into the composition of matrices leads in

should result in the better wetting of HWC

all cases to the formation of biocomposites with

surface.

lower values of density than in unmodified

epoxyurethane

polymer

Evaluation of the epoxyurethane matrices

matrix EU-0. The lowest density was achieved at

work of adhesion
The

calculated

the complete replacement of ED-20 (with a
values

of

density of 1.24 g/cm3) by ESO (with a density of

the

0.99 g/cm3).

epoxyurethane polymers work of adhesion
14
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fragments in ESO, and to the lower crosslinking

Table 5. Experimental density of biocomposites

Type of

Experimental density, g/cm

matrix

HWC content
70 %

EU-0

0.703

0.726

EU-30

0.571

0.640

EU-50

0.587

0.656

EU-70

0.585

0.652

EU-100

0.564

0.638

density of the polymer [10, 17].

polymer matrix

35

25
20

17,3

15
10

8,1

5
1

At the same time, as shown in the Table 5,
the density is higher for the biocomposites with
Tensile strength, MPa

structure due to the good interaction of the filler
and the matrix.
Mechanical properties of biocomposites
At first, it was important to compare the

2

Polymer matrix

polymer matrix

15

indicate the formation of a dense composite

biocomposite

30,1

30

0

the larger content of HWC (70%), which may

a

40,0

40

Flexural strength, MPa

60 %

3

15,7

biocomposite

b

13,9

10
6,8
5

0,3

0

1

mechanical properties of unfilled polymer

2

Polymer matrix

epoxyurethane matrices and to analyze the

Figure 1. Flexural strength (a) and tensile strength (b) of

change in these properties with the introduction

matrices and biocomposites based on them: 1) EU-0;

of HWC filler. For this purpose, the effect of 60%

2) EU-100

filling of biocomposites on flexural strength
The introduction of HWC into the basic

(Figure 1a) and tensile strength (Figure 1b) was

epoxyurethane matrix causes a huge increase in

investigated in the extreme cases of unmodified

tensile strength (Figure 1b) but a decrease in the

EU-0 and completely modified EU-100.

flexural strength (Figure 1a), possibly due to the

Comparison of the strength of unfilled

rigid polymer matrix in this case.

polymers shows that the ESO-containing matrix

At the same time, HWC improves both

has lower flexural strength (Figure 1a) and
higher

tensile

strength

(Figure 1b)

flexural and tensile strength of the ESO-modified

than

matrix, each of them doubling after filling

unmodified EU-0. It is attributed to the

(Figure 1). It may be due to the fact that EU-100

replacement of rigid benzene fragments of ED-

wets the surface of filler better than EU-0

20 in the matrix structure by flexible aliphatic

(Table 2) and provides greater access to the
15
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functional (isocyanate) groups of the matrix to

larger content of ESO results in the larger

react with the hydroxyl groups of the filler [17],

fraction of flexible aliphatic fragments and,

thus enhancing the matrix-filler interaction and,

consequently, in higher tensile and lower flexural

consequently, the mechanical properties of

strength. On the other hand, changing the epoxy

biocomposite.

component of the epoxyurethane also changes

Then, the dependence of the flexural

the adhesive interactions, in particular because of

strength of biocomposites on the amount of ESO

the different wetting of filler by matrices.

in the epoxyurethane matrix as well as on the

Although there is no dependence of the

amount of filler was investigated (Fig. 2).

flexural strength on the value of surface tension,
a relation can be evidenced with the calculated

Flexural strength, MPa

30

60 %
30,1
27,0

25
20

23,3

22,9

21,5 21,9

work of

80,0

70 %

20,1

20,0

18,2

17,3

15

Work of adhesion, MJ/m2

35

0
1

2

3

4

5

a

more complete

characteristic of the system (Figure 2). The

79,0

dependence is revealed for composites with 70%

78,5

filler load, for which adhesive interactions may
be more important. Thus, biocomposites EU-50
and EU-70 based on matrices with the highest

77,5

5

as

79,5

78,0

10

adhesion

values of the work of adhesion have the highest

77,0

flexural

Polymer matrix

strength

among

ESO-containing

Figure 2. Flexural strength of biocomposites (with 60 and

composites. This points out that given matrices

70% load) depending on the amount of ESO in the

are uniformly distributed on the surface of the

epoxyurethane matrix: 1) EU-0; 2) EU-30; 3) EU-50;

HWC and wet it well.

4) EU-70; 5) EU-100

Taking this into account, the lowering of
flexural strength with increasing from 60 to 70%

As expected, the flexural strength of the

the filler content of the composite based on

composite based on unmodified matrix is higher

unmodified matrix EU-0 (as opposed to ESO-

than that of composites with ESO-containing

containing composites) can be explained not only

matrices (Figure 2). At the same time, there is no

by the dominant contribution of the polymer (as

obvious dependence of the flexural strength of

in Figure 1a), but also by the lowest work of

biocomposites on the amount of ESO introduced

adhesion, which testifies to the worst polymer-

into the matrix. It may be caused by the

filler interaction in the case of using unmodified

simultaneous influence of at least two factors:

EU-0 as a matrix.

changes in the polymer chemical composition
and in physicochemical interactions in the
polymer-filler system. Thus, on the one hand, the
16
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[3]

Conclusions
Investigation

of

the

Mochane MJ,

Mokhena TC,

Mokhothu TH, Mtibe A, Sadiku ER, Ray SS, Ibrahim ID,

mechanical

Daramola OO. Recent progress on natural fiber hybrid

properties of biocomposites demonstrated that

composites

HWC is a particularly effective reinforcing filler

for

advanced

applications:

A

review.

EXPRESS Polym. Lett. 2019;13(2):159-198.

for ESO-modified epoxyurethanes with low

[4]

strength characteristics. Both flexural and tensile

Ariffin AH.

strength of composites based on EU-100 are

manufacturing,

Khan
The

T,

Sultan

challenges

material

of

Hameed
natural

selection,

and

MTB,

fiber

in

technology

application. A Review. J. Reinf. Plast. Compos.

twice higher than those of the corresponding

2018;37:770-779.

unfilled matrix.

[5]

Wendi L, Tianshun X, Renhui Q.

Clear dependence of the composites

Improvement of properties for biobased composites from

strength on the content of ESO can not be traced,

modified soybean oil and hemp fibers: dual role of

since it is determined by at least two kinds of

diisocyanate. Composites Part A: App. Sc. Manufacturing.
2016;90:278-285.

changes: the nature of the polymer and the

[6]

Athijayamani A, Stalin B, Sidhardhan S,

matrix-filler interaction. There is still some

Batcha AA. Mechanical properties of unidirectional

correlations between the strength of composites

aligned bagasse fibers/vinyl ester composite. J Polym Eng.

with 70% HWC load and calculated work of

2016;36:157-164.
[7]

adhesion. In particular, composites based on EU-

Mittal V, Saini R, Sinha S. Natural fiber-

mediated epoxy composites. A review. Composites Part B.

50 and EU-70 with the highest work of adhesion

2016;99:425-435.

also show the highest strength in a set of

[8]

modified composites.

Stevulova N, Estokova A, Cigasova J,

Schwarzova I, Kacik F, Geffert A. Thermal degradation of

Due to the good wetting of HWC surface

natural and treated hemp hurds under air and nitrogen

by ESO-modified polymer matrices, it is possible

atmosphere. J Therm Anal Calorim. 2017;128:1649–1660.
[9]

to introduce a large proportion of plant filler (60-

Bohdanova

oderzhannia

voloknystyskh

thus to obtain not only safe and environmentally

nenarkotychnykh

friendly, but also cheap materials with reduced

2018;64(1):67-74.
[10]

density.

OP,

napivfabrykativ

konopel.
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TO,
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